Pipeline Utility Inspection
By: David Wolters

Support from 910Drones

https://www.910drones.com

Paul Rossi-owner and CEO
Nine Ten Drones hosts monthly Drone "FlyIns" in order to help build a strong UAS
community while providing both
recreational drone pilots and commercial
drone operators opportunities to learn and
improve their drone flying skills. Scroll
down to see our upcoming events.
Nine Ten Drones assisted my project as a new
operator to UAv training and setup that
included:
• Understanding flight operations (using DJI
Go 4 App) and proper drone pre-checklist.
• Learning proper controls, limits and FAA
rules for UAv projects.
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Construction Inspection

Construction site location for Project:
• Fayetteville, NC.
• Solar view for the best non shadow or sunlight path
to collect the most accurate information for client.
• Area 1 (Equipment for tracking location.)
• Area 2 (3D data collection of equipment)
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Construction Inspection
AirspaceKnow your where your flying?
• Class of Airspace
• Restrictions (Military
Operations Area)
• Proximity to Airports
• Obstruction's and heights
(AGL and MSL calculations)
• Powerline corridor
interference.
• Emergency preparation
procedure
WeatherFayetteville Aug 3-19:53 Zulu (7:53 PM)–Clear
27(Celsius/22 Dewpoint) 81 degrees, Calm

Sectional Chart

METAR: KFAY [Fayetteville Rgnl]
METAR: KFAY 031953Z CLR 27/22 A2997 RMK
AO2 SLP142 T02670217 RVRNO $
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Equipment Used
Flight One
I proceeded to capture equipment images of existing equipment
throughout the construction yard. The data will tracked location and
quantity available.

DJI Mavic 2 Zoom
Flight One Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
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Construction Inspection
View of Construction Equipment

View of Transportation and
Support Equipment
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Equipment Used
Flight Two
I proceeded to capture PL83 equipment with a predetermined flight
through Pix4D software (Pix4Dmapper Pro, Lausanne, Switzerland).
Three flights were conducted at 3 different elevations to create the 3D
model .

DJI Mavic 2 Zoom
Flight Two Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
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Utilizing unmanned aircraft systems utilizing
Pix4D for 3D modeling

3D image of pipe layer caterpillar 83

Support from
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Construction Inspection
Aerial images of PL83
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Construction Inspection
Pipe layer 583
Line of pipe equipped with pumps and
valves and other control devices for
moving liquids, gases, and slurries (fine
particles suspended in liquid). Pipeline
sizes vary from the 2-inch-diameter lines
used in oil-well gathering systems to lines
30 feet across in high-volume water and
sewage networks. Pipelines usually consist
of sections of pipe made of steel. The
sections are welded together and, in most
cases, laid underground.
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Construction Tracking
The equipment was located at the construction yard located in
Fayetteville, North Carolina. The intention of the 3D image and
aerial photography was for client tracking of construction progress
with additional 3D capability on other related activities.

The pipe layer is a valuable piece of equipment in the construction
industry. It is not the normal equipment that is used to build roads
or housing subdivisions. To say, it is a crane that has the boom
(arm) off to the side. As it lowers the pipe into the excavated ditch,
the boom angle adjusts to distance and depth to safely install the
pipe onto pillows soft dirt to prevent damage to the protective
coating.
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Construction Inspection
Pipeline reliability can suffer because of poor design, improperly selected material, defective transport system
construction, and unexpected conditions that arise during construction. Damage can emerge as a weakening of the
cladding on the external insulation, as well as in leaks of heat energy, in addition to pipe breaks and losses of the
transported medium. At the same time, risk arises from wear on the thickness of piping through internal corrosion
(during the transport of aggressive liquids) and mechanical stressing (in the case of the transport of nonhomogeneous materials with solid particles)
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Construction Inspection
Use of Uav inspection imagery to stay in
environmental compliance with Government
and State agencies. Agencies conduct
inspections daily to confirm no impact to
sensitive environmental resources, Uav
inspections assist with capturing data real time
and repair if needed.
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Construction Inspection
Use of Uav inspection imagery to track
reclamation of construction areas. Imagery is a
part of the completion packet for client and
agency submittals
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Construction Inspection
Job site documentation is essential for every general
contractor. Whether you need to share the state of a project
with clients and stakeholders, monitor site changes over time,
or dispute claims down the road—you’ll need to capture
progress photos over the course of a project.
Drones are quickly becoming the go-to tool for job site
documentation. And for a good reason: drones provide aerial
perspectives, along with accurate visual data, to help your
team make better decisions on the job site. They also save
time and money, improve communication, and increase
safety.
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